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The conselVation of a tropical wildland InlO perpetuity 
demands that h o.ffer a product 10 hs neighbors and other users. 
This product must be offered with a minimal loss 01 biodiversity 
in the conserved witdland. All uses Involve some interference and 
Impact on individual organlsms and ecosystems under 
examination, study. manipulaUon etc; this is the tax that 
conserved wildlands must pay for their existence. Just as tha rugs 
In a library wear out and some borrowed books never retum. In 
general: a) the larger the population 01 the focal organism. b) the 
laster hs replacement rate, c) the wilder Its swings In density In 
tha natural circumstance, and d) the less bothered h Is by the 
presence 01 a large mammal, the more likely Is tha human 
population to be able 10 make use 01 h without interfering with Its 
conservation. either In IsolaUo" or in its Interactions with other 
organisms. Insects (and other invertebrates) rank much higher 
on this scale 01 potential use than do vertebrates. That is 10 say, 
tha conservation problems generatad by human·insect 
interactions in a user·lrfendly national pari< are potentially much 
less than are those generalad by interactions between humans· and 
other vertebrates. 

Tropical natlonai parlts have had their hlstoricel roots 
primarily In their lorests, big woolly mammals, and birds. 
Insects have long received short shrift; It'. time that they get 
their dues. Tropical conselVationists have always hed insacts in 
the backs of their minds; insects are those little creatures that gel 
conserved along with the Brazil nuts and the tigers. But explicit 
conservation efforts for insects are almost non-existent except 
when some gaudy butterfly gets on an endangered species list. Yes, 
I know that insects often get honorary mention in the plans, but 
when II gets down to the nuts and bolts ollropical conselVatlon, 
who ever gave a half a million dollars to save the Alexander 
beeUe? 

What Is an entomological emphasis in a national parl<? II is 
affirmative action for the conservation and non-destructive use of 
invertebrates, along with the other organism. and habitats. This 
action takes tha form, In a large part, 01 flne·tuning to the 
bIologicai needs 01 Insects and to the peculiarities 01 gening 10 
know and use insects. These needs and pecuiiarities have generally 
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escaped the tradltlonat troplcat national park. Taking Insects Into 
account Implies a broadening and even modification of the way the 
park Is viewed. 

51.. of the Plrk (Ind R.llt.d Conold.rotlono) 
Humans have bener Instincts and data for the amount of area 

needed to support vertebrate papulatlons than they do for 
invertebrate papulatlons. Since almost all Individual Insects are 
thought of as needing much lass resource than even the smallest 
vertebrate, It Is Implicit in contemporary park destgn that an 
area big enough to maintain the vertebrates will automatically 
pick up the Invertebrates. Equally. it is implicit that an insect 
papulation contains SO many Individuals that It Is always much 
further from extinction than is a vertebrate population. While 
there is much truth to these two generalizations. there are many 
Important exceptions: 

1. Entire populations of invertebrates often move seasonally 
from one area to another - wasps, bees, dragonflies buHarflies. 
moths, beetles, ftlos, etc.. This makes them appear analogous to 
birds In needing either a very large area or at least two areas, but 
Insect migration distances, routes and targets are often not the 
same as are those of the birds from the same source area, and 
therefore are not automatically covered by considerations of bird, 
bat or megafaunal migraUon. Worse, one group of Insect species 
may migrate 2 km north of a paIX to a seasonal refugium, another 
group may migrate 10 km downward to leave an inimical season 
behind, and a third group may move tOO km east· and even do It 
to oscapo a different season. That Is to say, among the tens of 
thousands of spocles of Insects In a tropical national park, there 
are many more kinds of movement panems and seasons than 
among tho venebrates. Park planning that take. these movements 
Into account Is a savere challenge, end park size may have to be 
largo nat sa much to allow the persistence of a large population a. 
to Include the several habltats that large papulation uses In the 
course of a year. It Is like planning for migratory waterfowl with 
one single chain of parks from Caneda to Mextoo, but 
simultaneously doing It for other life forms migrating In other 
directions. 

2. Easily SO% of the spocles of Insects In a tropical habltat 
can be herbivore.. Owing to tho extreme dependency of many 
herbivorous Insects on particular speeles of ~ants, what may 
well matter Is not whether the area is large but whether it 
contain. appropriate Individuals of particular species of plants. 
Very large areas of undisturbed habitat may be nothing mare than 
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wastelands to a monophagous moth species - even W the SduR moth 
can be captured throughout the habitat. 

3. The more generalist Insects are often thought of as being 
able to, like deer and coyotes, range over a variety of habitats for 
their resources. However, many Insects have com~ex life cycles, 
damanding one very special habitat for one ponion of the cycle 
(e.g. a particular nesting Site for a bee or wasp) even if another 
portion of the life cycle can range far and wk:te in a very generalist 
manner. 

4. Tropk:al insects otten fluctuate wildly in density between 
and among years. They are noticed when oommon Cah, see, they 
are so common thai we need not worry about them being in danger 
of extinction,) , but simp'v forgotten about in 8 bad yesr ('ah. 
insects always fluctuate in abundance'). However, the question is 
whether the parl( is large or com~8x enough to sustain the 
population in Its "bad years." A three year run of dry years may 
easily eliminate the springs that are needad to keep an aquatic 
Insect population alive In the park during the dry season. A 
smaller pari( destgned such that It includes some 8v8Hunning 
springs may be much better than a much larger park with many 
springs that are, however, susceptible to regional drought. For 
vertebrates. a spring. a rtver or a stock watering tank may be 
nothing more than a drink of water. while to an aquatic Insect they 
are three vastly different habitat •. 

5. Even a very small area may well be large enough to 
maintain a heahhy population of a given specie. of insect, provided 
that ~s host ptants and other needs are present. Even peninsulas 
In park margin. and very linear parks may be of value In this 
context, despite that thay hove lost many of their venebrate 
populations. A monophagous Insect may persist In a hab~at 
desptte very severe reduction in the species richness of other 
organisms, W Its host ptant Is hanging on. These considerations 
are especially critical in restoration of ecosystems. hHabitat 
fragments may contain many of their ortcilnal invertebrate 
populations; these population fragments that can later expand into 
more 'normal' populations W the habitat Is given back. 

6. It Is commonplace to note that a small park carved out of a 
large habitat gradually "decays" through the loss of species and 
changes In relationships between species. However, such an 
insular fragment of habitat will eventually come into some kind of 
equilibrium, just as naturally small habitats have their 
equilibrium faunas. If the focus is just on the vertebrates and the 
large plants, such a sMnklng jewel may seem far too damaged to 
be worth sevlng. However, from the Invenebrate standpoint, II 
still may be very species-rich and quite worth bothering with . A 
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damaged t 5th century cathedral Is bottor 1I1an non. at all; from 
the viewpoint of the vertebrate conservationist, the cathedral may 
be a pile of rubble, while from the antornologk:al viewpoint. it 
may still be standing and even serving a community function. 
Equally, a part< that Is too small to maintaln signiflCllllt v.rtebrat. 
populaHons may wall be worth saving just for its invertebrate and 
small plant populations; this concept has long boon In place In 
extra-tropical habitats. but Is conspicuously Jacking as a major 
rational for tropical national parks and preserves. 

Blocultural R'ltoratlon 
In today's tropics, humanity Is v.ry rapidly .xtlngulshing 

its remnant rich knowledge of the natural woOd. A national park 
offers a major opportunity to re-enrich the cuhural heritage of a 
tropical larmlng raglon. Such a vl.w places a major .mphasls on 
demonstration 01 Int.llectually and .motlonally Inter.stlng aspects 
01 the part<. This m.ans Int.llectual and physical contact wi1l1 
organisms. Plants sit qul.tly leedlng and b<.athing during most 01 
the y.ar. Big woolly mammals ar. often hard to find and get close 
to (and once you have seen one non and zebra, you have S8en them 
all), Birds are often no more than feathered sounds that flee from 
any group 01 peopl. gr.at.r 1I1an on.. That leaves us wl1l1 111. 
lowly cat.rplllar, the hunting bo.tle and the soaring butterflies. 
And 111. moths at the lights at night, 111. bo.s on the !tow.rs, and 
111. columns 01 army ants. And 111. dung bootl.s with their dungy 
cak.s. The list 01 coming attractions Is almost .ndl .... 

Insects Bre not just decorations on the great green natural 
cake. Sex aggression, competition, mutualism, hunting, fleeing, 
allurement, deception, parasitism and all those other very human 
traits can be very easily examined with Insects. A pair of 
copulating bootles Is a v.ry conv.nlent devlca to bogln a discussion 
with par1t visitors of why there ls sax In the first place, and those 
beetles often stay put for all to see. There are a multitude of very 
human traits, trahs that badly n.ed undorstandlng by th.lr human 
practlon.rs, 1I1at can bo most Instructlv.1y examined by .. eing 
them first in other organisms. And insects certainly can be 
cooperative about performing right in front of the visitor's nose. 
On the othor hand, bocau .. 1hey are Insacts, the visitor may need 
more gutdance than w;th mammals or other vertebrates so as to be 
able to bogln to Int.rpr.t what Is boing seen. Is a hov.rlng boo 
waiting for females. searching for a nest site, waiting for you to 
remove your foot from Its nast entrance. or deckfing to attack? It 
may taI<e a gentle pmd to get past 8 or 30 y.ars o".ar 01 
cat.rpillars. 
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What does a tropicat national pari< offer its neighborS? It 
offers, among other things, a chance to regaln an understanding of 
the workl that comes from a much more diverse teacher than ara a 
school and set of nelghbors/parents. And when the visitor walks 
Into the green library of a tropical forest, It is the Insects that are 
the books most easily opened. Why are leaves shaped like they 
are? Tough question. Why are bulterfty wings shaped like they 
are? Much easier. Why do the big cats hunt where they hunt? 
Just try following one some time. Why do army ants hunt where 
they hunt? Much easier. 

The diversity Of the easily obsarvable Insect world Is vastly 
greater than Is that of other groups. All that is required is that we 
take soma affirmative action towards Its dlspiay, and devote the 
same kinds of time to leaming its natural history thai has long 
been bestowed on venet>rates and plants. A few things come 
Immediately to mind: 

a. Big crawtly caterpillars are almost begging to be passad 
around among small schooi children. A large net over a host 
treeiat, with a gravid female satumlid moth tossad In on occasion, 
can guarantee a nearty year-round suppty of large caterpillars 
for public discussion, photographs and destruction of aversion to 
Insects. 

b. The visitor 10 a natlonel pari< often is frustrated by .. elng 
hardly more then a brilliant bfue or yellow dot sailing far 
overhead, or flitting off through the shedy undarslory. This is the 
place 10 recognize the musaum-dispiay component of a national 
par1<. A vls~or canter wtth a large collection, for e.ampia, of the 
bunerftias likely to be saon on nature trails 10 highly 
appropriate. But not just a display - a mlcro-dlscourse on their 
bfology as wall II appropriat.. Mimicry, flash colors, crypsls, 
etc., are all wall and good 10 be saen In the field, but there Is 
nothing like an accompanying static (and colorful) display 10 
orient the visitor. 

c. We need affirmative action to think small. Many visitors 
bumbia along Iooklng for the monkey or parrot In distant tre. 
crowns, but are not offered the suggestion that n you look through 
your binoculars backwards, thay make e.caliant magnifying 
glassas. Searching the follaga for trailsida insects may resun In 
moving only f 00 m In a morning, but what was the hurry 
anyway? 

d. Field guides to the bfrds and mammals have long bean In 
hand, but somehow field guides 10 the conspicuoul insectl have 
been very stow to appear in Neotroplcs. Whlie taxonomic 
Incompteteness may be a legitimate .xcusa for the lack of field 
guides to many groups of tropical Insects, for others such as 
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butterflies and moths, there Is no sclentiftc excuse for their 
absence. 

A New Role tor Tlxonoml.tl 
Taxonomic knowledge of tropical plants and vertebrates Is 

now to the point where the taxonomist can say, for many parits, 
well, if tropical parks want their field guides, all they have to do 
Is take their photographs and flo them up with taxonomic 
literature. That is a job for writers. for teachers. Things have 
not progressed to this stage with Insects. and are not likely to in 
the near future. There are not more than 5 new spedes of birds to 
be described from Costa Rica; there are at least 50,000 
undescribed species of insects In Costa Rica. 

The world of Insect taxonomy has evorved from general 
collecting and species descriptions to today's strong emphasis on 
generic and familial revisions coupled with development of theory 
that is of use to such revisions. While It Is evident that generic 
and high-level revisions are necessary and will eventually appear 
tor all groups, they are expensive In time and resources. We do 
not have 8 century to revise the 610 species of a genus of parasitic 
wasp ranging from Canada to Paraguay before offering a reliable 
taxonomic literature for the 52 species of this genus that occur in 
a single Panamanian national park. The work-management, 
education, basic biology - done with those 52 species will be a 
solid brief< In the park edifica, the edifice that will have to 
withstand the continuous social pressure to tum the park Into the 
production of more directly edible materials. That Is to say, an 
insect taxonomisrs focused contribution to the field gutde library 
of the park now will be a significant component of whether thosa 
52 species exist as anything other than museum specimens when 
the revision is finished a century later. 

This affirmative action for an entomok>glcal national park 
requires far more than a simple personal decision by a taxonomist 
to take a half a year out of the revisionary work flow to produce a 
field guide for a salect park. It requires that the social and 
administrative structure that suppans that taxonomist accept 
such an action as a legitimate and rawardable actlvlly. The lodger 
should be ctear. If" takes ten years to do a sanous revision of the 
t tOO members of a Nootropical moth subfamily, an additional 
year spant along the wey to produca a field guide to the 30-70 
species of moths of that subfamily In each of five geographically 
distinct entomological naflonal parks Is cteariy a good 
con~rvatlon Investment. There is even a conservation spinoff. 
The Insect fauna of a given noofropical national park has much In 
common with faunas of other nootropical national parks. That Is to 



say, a flald guide for one nallonal par1<'s 28 species of dunO 
beeUes, for example, will apply to perhaps 20 species of dung 
beetles even ten. of degrees of latitude away. Furthermore, 
expenence with regional field guides to birds suggests that the 
presence of an Incomplete field guide (because it was done for a 
different area) is a strong Incentive for the production of 8 
complete guide wnnen specifically for the par!< In question. 

... 

It should be dear that we have now entered. once again, into 
an area where the entomologist cannot do the task akm8. 
Maximally efficient use of the taxonomisrs expertise Is attalned 
by a writer or other park-orlented person teaming up with the 
taxonomist and providing the perspective, the budget, the 
illustrations and the leg-war!< to generate par!<-speclfic field 
guides and reference collecttons. 

In .... 11 Ar. Glu. 
As people set up to preserve the vertebrates and the plants, 

there Is a strong tendency to simply forget the trophic and social 
roles pleyed by the Insects, or to feel that Insects occur In such 
large numbers thet we need not worry about them. After all, there 
always seem to be enough TrfQonll bees to eat your lUnch, so whars 
the problem, anyway? 

When a biologist notes that there are many species of 
migrant motile thai fly In and out of • tropical nallonal per!<. If 
tilere Is any reectlon at all, h I. to ask If thalr loss would mean a 
serlou. raduellon In available pollinator.. The answar Is 
certainly yes, but that I. a very Incomplete answar. The migrant 
moth. are often very abundant dunng their 1-2 generation. In the 
par1<; many of their larvae are a major part of the food for 
vertebrate and Invertebrate predators. This Is not the place to 
treat this In detail, but many of these Insect species are not 
Interchengeable; because of their species-level traits, or because 
of the portion of the habitat In which they live, a kilo of sphlngid 
moth caterpillars does not equal a kilo of noctuid moth 
caterpillars. The same applies to bees. Ves, bees visit fiowers, 
but certainly not all flowers. Social bees, largely pollen and 
nectar robbers, are no substitute for solitary bees. The loss of a 
few hectares of ne.ling habitat for a group of solitary bees may 
resutt In no pollinations for many square kilometers of plants. 

Planning In relation to aquatic systems In tropk:al national 
par1<s atways Ignores the insects. tnsectlvorous game fish are 
introduced without a thought. Rivers are ohen chosen as par!< 
boundaries, thereby almost guaranteeing that no aquatic fauna will 
be preserved as the agrochemlcal application by the par1<'s 
neighbors moves Into full swing. Parks established to protect 
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rivers and drainage basins often forgat that evan the smallest 
feeder streams must be Included. While sprayplana over nights of 
national parks are greeted with cries of outrage. little or no 
thought Is given to surface runoff InlO the feeder streams that 
later deliver to the partt. 

Economic Value 
The mass of Insects In a national park are. quHe simply. the 

biotic gene and spades benk that supports thosa few spades that 
will eventually tum out to be critical to the sophisticated 
agrlcuHura that will be oomlng down the road. The Insects 
support the invertebrate carnivores - parasttoids. viruses. 
bacteria. predators - that will be major tools In the gama of biotic 
past oontrols. The wildland Insect population may also even be the 
agroacosystem deslgnafs only chance to locate genom .. not yat 
raslstant to pastlcldes. carnivores and climate modification. 

Today the tropIea often ... m. nothing more than a 1940's 
throwback. oompiete wHh DDT. pesticide blooms on the prodtlce. 
and sprayplane pilots with their bere arms glistening with spray. 
But H Is fast changing - eoonomies and better health education are 
demanding H. And wHh ganatlc engineering of better crop plants 
bustling down the road. the parks will be evermore small Islands 
of the natural wor1d dotted over a very artificial landscape. This 
already Is a landscape of Intensa agriculture and Intensive 
Investment. As the yield 008S up and the Investment goes up. so 
also rises the Impact of an Insect outbraak. Ifs all well and good to 
get the tropical act together to produce multi-million dollar rice 
crops In Costa Rica. but Ifs a muHI·milllon dollar loss when a 
new strain of rice borer goes to work on it. 

The parks are going to be the libraries to which that high· 
tech. flne-tuned agricuttural system turns when It Is searching 
for the next wave of genetic engineering materials. And the Insects 
will be among the moat used books. A moth fauna of 3000 specias 
Is 3000 little packages of multl-spadflc ganomes capable of 
detoxllying about as manY kinds of plant defensas; thafs what 
caterpillars are. 

Admlnlatratlon 
Affirmative action for the Insect conservation In a tropical 

naUonal par1t does introduce some admlnistrattve peculiarities. 
Per11aps tha most outstanding Is genarated by the fact that Insect 
taxonomy Is far. far behind that of vertebrates and plants. This 
maans that we are stili In the deys whera simple oollectlng Is 
mandatory. Worse. many Insacts are small enough that they must 
be oollected In larga numbers. and studad as such. before they can 
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be taxonomically well enough understood to explain and ldenijly 
for the park user. 

A national pall< can often be made legitimately off limits to 
the collector of vertebrates. It may be able to develop with 
minlmaf plant collecting. However, the administrative attitude 
towards the worid of insect taxonomy must be ·come and use us: 
Get series of our specimens Into every major collection. so that we 
get considered In each and every regional and higher order 
taxonomic revision. And then bring soma of specimens back to us 
or to national colleenons as Identified reference material, and help 
to produce the first field guides. A park administration can 
largely ignore the sarvteeS and administrative complications of 
dose ties with a major vertebrate museum or herbarium; most of 
the needed taxonomic wort< can be done w~h the use of a~eedy 
extant field guides and some plant collecting by park personnel. 
However. a nadonal park Is helpless to deal with the tens of 
thousands of insect and other invertebrate species that it contains. 
A mutualism between the administration and the community of 
taxonomists, with all its Implications, is mandatory. 

Manipulative research. like taxonomic collections. Is much 
more possible in the context of oonservatk>n biodiversity if done 
with insects than wilh vertebrates (due to our primitive 
understanding of the conservation needs of invertebrates. it Is also 
much more needed). To remove Ihe t t residenl tapirs from a 
Yalley bottom Is likely to have dramallc and tong·reachlng Impact 
on the Yery biodiversity that the perk conserves; to remoye (or 
double) all the caterpill8lS on ten Individual. of a alngle 
Individual host plent may both illuminate Ihe relationship between 
the caterpillar and the host. and do no """e then mimic something 
thet occurs annually throughout the habitat. A hundred Individuals 
of common butterfly may be removed for a starvation experiment. 
with no measur8ilM; or real effect on the habitat overall. whereas 
the removal of 100 squirrels for the same experiment may well 
sher the site for decodes. 

A consideration of the entomological nalure of a nalional park 
also Increases the jusUfication for resource expenditure on olher 
seemingly dlsparale activities. Rain gauges. floras. and flowering 
phenology may all be Justified solely In Ihelr facllilation of Insect 
studies. as well as be scientific activities In Iheir own right. A 
mouse Ilve·lrapplng study give. the opportunlly for the study of 
ectoparasite population dynamics. A roed or trail Ihrough 
unexceptional vertebrate habitat may offer exceptional 
opportunities In Insect·watchlng. An anthropogenic fire. of no 
threal 10 hlghty mobUe or subterranean vertebrates (and even 
producing food for them In the form of sucker shools). may be 
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worth extinguishing because It consumes enormous numbers of 
donnanl and active insects, as well as much of the food for the 
litter community (whk:h may In tum have been a major food Item 
for the armadillos on the site). 

In Clollng 
This essay was written In the m~st of the social and 

conservation turmoil of Costa Rk:a's strenuous efforts to bring Its 
economic and conservation development Into harmony. When 
Helben Baker and I arrived In Cosla Rica In early 1965, the 
abundant forest was a biological Inspiration, a meat market and 
lumber mill to all of us. A little mora than two decades later It 15 
almost all gone except for the 20% with explicit reserve status. 
Tho challenge lOday Is not how to sal aside more parks, but how to 
make the parks so usar-frlendly that they are still here, with 
their bIOdiversity as Intact as biologically possible, a cantury 
from now. Insacts play a dormant but potenHally great role In the 
answer to this challenge. 

Twanty-ftve years ago, Herbert and Irene Baker 
aggressively sought out tho entomology depanment at tho 
University of California al Ber1c.eley, as a source of different 
thinking about plants. We all profited from that. We all played In 
Herbert and Irane's garden, and we still do. Their botany was 
user-friendly. Thera is a lesson there. 


